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There is no doubt that price stabilityis

of an intermediate

targeting

system

whereby they set up an intermediate tar-

get such as a broad monetary aggregate

a necessaryprior condition for sustain-

and worked in accordancewith it so as to

able economic growth.The inflation con-

achieveprice stability,The rapid financial

sequenton priceinstabilityhasa number

innovation and liberalization in the

of harmful influences. Firstly,it distorts

1980s,however, blurred the distinctions

income distribution and resource alloca-

between the monetary aggregates and

pion, lowering economic efficiency;it

destabilizedthe relationshipbetweenthe

causesrisesin the cost of production pac-

real sector and monetary aggregates,

tors such as wages,interestratesand land

greatlyreducing the effectivenessof this

prices;and it resultsin a lossof intemal ienal competitiveness by domestic
industries.Secondly,it leadsto myopic

method of conductingmonetarypolicy,
Thus, centralbanks startedto gropefor
an altemativeand tamed theirattentions

decision-makingby economic agentsdue

to the potential of inflation targeting in

to rising uncertainties about the future

the early 1990s as a new framework for

economic situation and thus undermines

the operation of monetary polirr. Under

the foundation for sustainable growth.

it, the central bank specifiesan inflation

This understanding of the consequences

targetand the focus of its monetary poli-

of inflation has induced central banks to

cy is Placed on achieving it. An i71a1ion

conduct monetarypolicywith the obiec-

targetframeworkwas firstintroducedin

tive of securing price stability.

1990 by New Zealand, and has spread to

Central banks generally carried out
monetarypolirr in the 1970smaking use

other countries such as Canada and the
United Kingdom.
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The inflation targeting system was

which the central bank setsup an infla-

introduced in Koreaunder the provisions

titan target within a pre-designatedtime

of the fully-revised Bank of Korea Actl) of

horizon

1997 The new Act is concernedto estab-

policy instrumentspreemptivelyto attain

fish the neutrality and autonomy of

that target.A centralbank operatesmon-

m onetary policy, with price stability

etary policy under an inflation targeting

declaredas the sole objectiveof the Bank

system as follows. Firstly,it setsan infla-

of Korea.Under its provisions,the Bank

titan target in advance as an anchor for

of Koreais requiredto setan inflationtar-

the operation of monetary policy over

get everyyear and do its best to achieve it.

the medium term. Secondly, it forecasts

The Bank of Koreahas set an annual

the future inflation rate using informa-

target since 1998 in accordancewith the

titan variables such as monetary aggre-

related provisions of the Act. In this

gates,interestrates,the exchangerate,

paper we discussthe operation of moRe-

the expected inflation rate, assetprices,

tarrypolirr under an inflation targeting

and key raw-materialprices.It then for-

system, surveyits performance,and then
consider the inflation target established

mulates and implements monetary poli7r so as to convergethe actual i71a1ion

for 2000upon the decisionof the Mone-

rate on its establishedinflation target.

tarryPolicy Committee following consul-

Lastly, it reviews the performance of

tation with the Ministry of Finance and

monetary polirr and then feedsback the

Economy.

results into the monetary polirr for the

and makes use of the available

n ext term. Such a feedback process will

lead to the convergence of the actual

ll . A SynGPSiS Gfttle

inflationrateon theinflationtargetover

Inflation

thelong.un andleadtothe.onst.uction
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System

of a basis for price stability.
O nly about ten years have passed since

An inflation targeting systemis a sis-

tem of operating monetary policy in

the inflation targeting system was first

introducedasa new method of operating

1) Related lodes of the Act:

Article 1(Purpose) The purpose of this Art shall be to establish the Bank of Korea and to contribute to the
sound development of the national economy by pursuing price stability through the formulation and
implementation of efficient monetary and credit policies.
Article 6(Formulation of an Operational Plan for Monetary and Credit Policies)

(1)'rho Bank of Koreashall set a price stabilitytargeteveryyear in consultation with the Government and
formulate and promulgate an operational plan for monetary and credit policies including this price
stability target.

(2) The Bank of Koreashalldo its bestto achievethe pricestabilitytargetasprovidedfor in Paragraph(1).

,

o peration

under

an improved

frame-

transitory shocks such as natural disasters

w ork. The maior details are discussed in

or sharp flufruations

this chapter.

p rices. In the case of supply-side-shock
inflation

1. Improvingthe SystemfOrS?t-

attributable

to those factors,

price inflation

tarry policy and it would

A. Qualification of the Target by a
P rGViSO

by mono-

not in fact be

desirable to counter these supply-side
shocks through the conduct of monetary

The Bank of Korea adopted the Confumer Price Index(CPI)
b enchmark

oil

therewouldbedifficulties
in absorbing
the consumer

ting the Inflation Target

of international

in 1998 as the

indicator when the inflation

policy.

For example,

when external

shocks such as an oil crisis cause consurer

price inflation

to soar beyond the

targeting system was first implemented.

range of the inflation

This is because the CPI was thought most

about an economic

appropriate as the key anchor for the

traInbank tightened money supply in

operation of monetary polirr as it repro-

order to contain the inflation

stints the most familar indicator of infra-

its target range, the economic recession

tion to the generalpublic2).Additionally,

would deepen more rapidly but inflation

the CPI was considered one of the most

would not be effectively suppressed. Solv-

important

inly such problems requires a supplemen-

macroeconomic

indicators in

target and bring

recession, if the mien-

rate within

the annual consultations that have been

tarryscheme whereby the sharp fluctua-

conducted since the currency crisis of

tions in price inflation attributable to

1997 between

Mone-

external

of the

impact

the International

tarry Fund and the Government

Republic of Korea and the Bank of Korea
in order to decide on policy options.

shocks

do not

on monetary

have

a serious

policy when

the

central bank sets up the i71a1ion target.
Taking

this into consideration,

the

There are, however, some problems

Bank of Korea when adopting the CPI as

that arise in making decisions on cone-

the benchmark inflation indicator in set-

tary polirr options based on the CPI and

ting its i71a1ion target for 1999 added a

in reviewing the subsequent performance

provisory clause that the benchmark

of the operations of monetary policy. The

indicator should exclude changes in the

C PI is seriously affected by temporary or

inflation rate caused by ftrr? He;rHr? such

2) Those countries which introduced inflation targeting before Korea without exception adopted the Consumer Frice Index(Retail Hire Index in the case of the United Kingdom) as the benchmark indicator in
order to set the i71a1ion target. This is because the CPI satisfiesthe characteristir criteria, such as recognition, promptness, etc., required of a benchmark indicator for the operation of monetary policy better than
o ther inflation

,

indicators

such as the GDP deflator

or the Producer

Prire Index.

m onetary policy and only about ten

duction of the system and the indepen-

countries have introduced the system. So

dense and neutrality of the central bank

its performance

was strengthened.

t horoughly
experience

cannot yet be reviewed

at the present

stage. The

of these countries,

though,

Moreover, the general

assessment is that the credibility
central

bank's

monetary

of the

policy

was

generally shows that the eHertiveness of

heightened

m onetary polirr has improved since the

agents and that effectivenessof its cone-

introduction

tarrypolicy was raised correspondingly.

of the system.

V iewing the macroeconomic
tors, most countries

indica-

experienced

more

stablep,i,e, and highe, e,onomic
growth, and reduced public 77pe7tations
o f inflation

after the

in the view of economic

introduction

?

I[1.Th? lIIflati011 Target
f or 2000

of an

inflation targeting framework, although

In setting the inflation target for 2000,

it is difficult to set an exact figure on the

the Bank of Korea's principal considera-

contribution to this made by inflation

tion was to construct a firm basis for price

targeting. Central banks in these noun-

stability as a necessaryprior condition for

triespreviously had multiple objectives in

sustainable economic growth. In this

m onetary policy including

context, it refined the system for setting

economic

growth, price stability, the balance of

the inflation target and established the

payments, and full employment. Those

inflation target for 2000 with a view to

objectives were simplified to the single

raising the effectivenessof monetary poli-

objective of price stability with the intro-

cy and maintaining

[Chart 1]

Operation

of Monetary Policy under an Inflation

consistency in its

Targeting System
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as price fluctuations

of agricultural prod-

excluding

items of the CPI which

are

u cts attributable to natural disasters and

most highly volatile in response to eater-

price adiusoents due to the revision of

nautshocks").The Bank of Korea iudged

tax legislation. However, it was found

this method best suited for the adiust-

problematic to apply such a conditional

cent of the CPI in Korea, and selected

clause in practice even if the actual ego-

the excluded items as follows.

n omic

situation

warranted

it, because

On

the basis of historical

data

and

there were no specific descriptions and

experience, it was thought most reason-

obie77ivecriteria attached as to which sit-

able that they should be selected from

uations could be acknowledged as cases

among those agricultural, livestock, and

of fsrr? H7;fMr? and no procedures that

marine products

could be applied in dealing with cases of

substantially

f3rcen7aie7re.

and from those manufacturing

whose prices fluctuate

depending

on the harvest
industrial

Reviewing this situation, the Bank

products most sensitive to changes in the

again decided to adopt the CPI as the

international prices of the raw materials

benchmark inflation

due to an input structure in which key

indicator in set-

ting its inflation target for 2000 as in

parts are imported from overseas. First,

1998 and 1999, but to clarify the provi-

we identify

sory clause so that

four items among the five hundred

monetary

policy

one hundred

and twentyand

should be formulated and implemented

nine items making up the Consumer

on the basis of the underlying trend of

Price Index basket. Of these, seventy-six

p rices.

are agricultural, livestock, and marine

There are various methods of adjusting

products and forty-eight are manufac-

the CPI to find the underlying trend of

tared industrial products(including piped

p rices. Among

natural gas) in whose input structure the

them, the most popular

m ethod is that of identifying and then

import dependency is higher than the

3) There are several methods that adiust temporary or transitory factors having i71uences on the CPI in order

to find the underlying trend of prices. Firstly, after identifying items whose price transitory shocks rause to
fluctuate sharply in historical data, these items are excluded from the CPI. Secondly, after identifying the
items whose piires fluctuate greatly ex post, their price flurtuations are excluded from the CPI. For exam-

ple, after arranging in order the price changes of all items which are included in the basket of the CPI, their
s rice changes at two margins are exduded from the CFI. Thirdly, after ranking the price changes of all
items in the basket of the CFI in order, their weighted median is regarded as core i71a1ion which best
reflects the underlying trend of prices. Lastly, in caseswhere the CPI is thought to be changed not by perm anent and regular echo[ksbut by temporary and transitory shocks, the price chanties by the latter are
estimated

and then excluded

from the CPI.

There are some advantages and disadvantagesto earthmethod. However, the first method, that of excluding without exception the price changes of items selected in advance, is esteemed as the most prartiral
because this method 7an not only be understood more easily and be ralfulated more conveniently than
other methods but objectivity and credibility are obtained once it is acknowledged that the excluded items
are selected on a rational

basis.
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averagefor manufacturing4).The standard

the prices of the selecteditems are then

deviations of the year-on-yearchange of

reviewed. The analysis shows that the

7 able 1]

Items with High Price Volatility

C ereals

Products

Notes : 1) In (Ar8), A refers to the sum of the weights in the Consumer

Pfce Index of those items the standard

deviation of whose year-on-yearprice changes using monthly data is largerthan the average(fifteen
per cent level) of the total of one hundred and twenty-fouritems. B refersto the weight of the relevant
subdivisionof the Consumer Price Index.(total sum of the weights in the Consumer Price Index is one
thousand.)
2) Figures in angle brackets< ) referto 7hestandard deviationof the year-on-yearpricechanges.
3) Gasoline, kerosene, lightoil, liquifed petroleum gas, and piped natural gas.

4) The forty-eight items of manufarturing

industrial products are selefted on the basis that the input coeffi-

cients of imported goods in input-output statistics 1995 are larger than the average roefficient of total
m anufactㄴKingindustrial products and piped Natural gas. Piped natural gas is included in manufacturing
industrial products as its input structure is similar to manufacturing

industrial produfts even though it is

classifiedas a public servile in the Consumer FriceIndex due to price-settingby local governments.

standard

deviations

w hich includes

of a set of items

all CPI components

in

price changes of petroleum

fractions and

agricultural products except cereals.

fruits, about eighty per cent of vegetables,
about ninety per cent of other aficultural produrts and eighty per cent of petrole-

um fractionss)are larger than the average
standard deviation(fifteen

per cent level)

B. The Introduction
Inflation

of a Mid-term

Target

The Bank of Korea used short-term
inflation target with a one-year time Zori-

of the total of one hundred and twenty-

zon when it established the i71a1ion tar-

four items identified. It means that the

gets for 1998 and 1999. However, there is

p rice volatility

a time lag before monetary polirr's effects

of this set of items is

a re felt

greater than that of other items.
This analysis implies that the possibili ty that

various

economic

sectors.

And once they begin to be felt, they comtinue for a long time. An analysis of the

u nderlying trend of price movements

relationship between CPI inflation and

exactly becomes greater when the prices

other key monetary variables in a sample

of vegetables, fruits, other agricultural

period from 1987 to 1999 shows the fort-

p roducts, that is, agricultural

products

lowing

except cereals, and petroleum

fractions

maintains

w ithin

temporarily

reflect

the

the

fluctuate

the CPI cannot

in

and transitorily

a wide range and in isolation

results. The CPI inflation
a high

positive

rate

correlation

with M3(average) for a considerable period. While

the call money

rate initially

from price changes in other items. It for-

has a positive correlation, this tuns nega-

lows that a measure of core inflation

tive after the fourth Quarter and becomes

which strips out price changes of these

more deeply negative the farther out

items needs to be utilized as a bench-

from the original event.(See 7able 2).)6)

m ark so that the effectiveness of mole-

These analytical results imply that the
Bank would suffer a great deal of difficul-

tarrypolicy can be secured.
ln consideration of the above analysis,

ty if it formulated

and implemented

the Bank decided to clarify that the CPI

monetary policy focusing only on the

w ould continue

goal of achieving the short-term inflation

to be adopted

as the

b enchmark from 2000 onwards, but that

target for that one year. Additionally,

it would be defined in terms of core infra-

such a myopic monetary policy does not

t ion which strips out from the index the

utilize

one of the main

merits

of the

5) IncludinB 7asoline, kerosene, licht oil, liquified petoleum Bas,and piped natural Bas.
6) ConsiderinB the possibility of chancing relationships among economic variables after the currency crisis,
separate analysis is made for two periods: the period 1987 to 1997 excluding the currenry crisis, and

another from 1987 to 1979 which includes the rurrenry crisis.
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7 able 2]

Conelation

Coefficien? between the CPI Inflation
Key Monetary Variablesl)

Rate and

7 7777777?_7_7_7_7_7_:_7_7_?7_
<CPI Inflation and M3(average))2)
1987-97

0.48

0.51

0.52

0,51

0.46

0.43

0.35

0.33

7.33

0.33

1987～99

0.46

0.45

0.50

0.48

0.44

0.42

0.39

0.35

0.33

0.30

7 cpl Inflationand Call Money Rate>7)

.

1987-97

0.38

0.20

0.06

-0.01

-0.05

-0.09

-0.13

-0.17

-0.24

-0.29

1987779

0.57

0.35

0.07

7.20

-0.29

-0.21

-0.10

-0.09

-0.14

-7.19

Notes: 1)All7guresare computedwithquarterlydada,and the CPI inflationramie
and M3(average)increaserateare
compared with the same period of the preceding year.
2) Figures referto the correlation coefficientsbetween the M3 growth rate in time t and Ihe CPI inflationrate in
7ime (t+1).
3) Figures referto the correlation coefficientsbetween the call money rate in time t and the CPI inflationrate in
time (t+1).

inflation targeting system, which is to

surer Price Index rose by 0.8 of a per-

give the public the confidence that the

centage point compared to the previous

central bank will formulate

year and remained

and imple-

well below the infla-

m ent monetary policy consistently to

tion target of three per cent initially set

keep the inflation rate stable over the

by the Bank at the beginning of the year,

m id-term horizon, thus eliminating con-

within a range having a tolerance of one

rems over an inflationary spiral.

percentage point either way. The much

The Bank of Koreathereforeresolvedto

lower level of inflation than expectedin

set, in addition to an annual i71a1iontar-

1999 is consideredto have been brought

get for the coming year, a mid-term i71a-

about by the following factors. Firstly,the

tion target from 2001 onwards, so as to

Korean economy in 1999 expanded

m aintain the consistency of monetary

more rapidly than anticipated in 1999

policy over the medium term. The mid-

thanks to the increase of exports and

term inflation targetwas set at the same

consumption and the recoveryof facili-

levelasor lowerthan the short-termi71a-

ties investment. But supply capacity

pion target for the year in order to inspire

being adequate to absorb the increase of

confidence that the Bank would keep

aggregate demand, excess demand pres-

inflation low and stablein the long nM.

surer did not arise on the supply side.
Secondly, although

2. Establishment Of Inflation T??get for 2GGG

there were inflation-

aryPressures
suchasthe continuingrise
of international oil prices present on the
production cost side, they were offset by

O ver the course of 1999, the Con-

the following strongly deflationary fac-

tors: the reduced costs of imports due to

facilities investment, the continuing rise

the continuing appreciation of the Kore-

of exports, and the shift of construction

an won, the reduced burdens of financial

investment to a positive trend. Such con-

costs borne by business firms owing to

tinuing economic expansion is strongly

improved financial structures, and the

predicted to raise inflationary pressures

easing of interest rates and decline in

substantially on the demand side. Putting

m anpower costs reflecting the improved

it all together, consumer price inflation is

labor productivity and labor market flexi-

expected to rise by three per cent on an

bility. Thirdly, price competition between

annual averagebasis, while core i71a1ion,

retailers became intense in the fight to

which strips out the prices of petroleum

secure customers in the severe economic

fractions and agricultural products except

depression after the currency crisis and

cerealsfrom consumer prices, is predicted

there was an additional

to rise less than three per cent.

effect from the

h eightened price sensitivity on the part
o f consumers

Taking into account the economic
forecasts,the i71a1ion targetsin advanced

after the crisis.

However, consumer price inflation is

countries, and the inflation

forecast to accelerate in 2000 for a com-

should

b ination

Korea, the inflation

of reasons. Viewing the supply

side, international oil prices are predicted to remain substantially

higher in

be aimed

rates that

for in the future

in

target for 2000 was

established as describedbelow.
The Bank set the mid-point

of the

2000 than in 1999 on the basis of annu-

inflation target for 2000 as 2.5 per cent

al average prices, even though they may

based on the annual average increase in

shift downward

consumer prices. That the mid-point rho-

following

the easing of

its quota reduction polifr by the Orga-

sen was lower than both the inflation

n ization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-

forecastfor 2000 and the mid-point of the

tries(OPEC). Additionally, the prices of

inflation

resources other than oil are experted to

judgement that the strengthening of the

see a rising phase due to the increasing

foundation for price stability was reQuired

demand caused by worldwide economic

above all for the prevention of the spread

expansion. The recent higher level of

of i71ationary 77pectations. Of course, as

w age settlements is also projected to .

mentioned

cause the production costs of business

caveat, clarifying that the target was

firms to increase. On the demand

defined in terms of benchmark

side,

target for 1999 reflected the

above, the Bank added a
inflation

the economy is anticipated to grow at

stripping out the prices of petroleum frac-

seven per cent in 2000, being fueled by

tions and agricultural products except

the strong increase of consumption and

cereals from consumer prices, because
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m onetary polifr had to be shielded from

range above or below the mid-pont was

the impact of temporary and transitory

set in terms of benchmark core i71a1ion

shocks and should be formulated and

that strips out the prices of petroleum

implemented to reflectunderlying price

fractionsand agriculturalproducts except

trends. Additionally, considering an ego-

cereals from consumer prices. The Bank

n omic environment in which it is prob-

also resolved to strive to keep core infla-

lematic to predict the underlying infla-

tion at the 2.5 per cent level on an anne-

tion trend accuratelydue to uncertainties

al averagebasiseach year after2001. The

in global economic movements, such as

mid-term target was quoted as a point

the exchange rates of the Korean won

target without a toleration band, because

and the Japanese yen against the US doff-

it was judged more important to demon-

lar and international raw material prices,

strate the strong commi71ent of the mien-

a range of one percentage point above or

tral bank to prevent the spread of infra-

below the mid-point was tolerated.

tionary expectations among the public

Consequently, an inflation target of
2.5 per cent with a one percentage point

than to take economic uncertainties into
account.

